This paper includes modeling of Solar and Wind Plants of Micro-grid. Paper includes mathematical analysis, modeling of solar and wind source individual. And include modeling of simple P&O MPPT method. The interconnection of the small-distributed generation such as PV, Wind turbine is connected to the common bus to supply load.
Introduction
In this paper, solar and wind plant is design for use of the common purposes and as one can utilize maximum power according to the Geo-graphical situation and can generate power and make a Micro-Grid (MG) for the local use for remote area like hill or tribal villages. The need of the energy is going to increases drastically in future years for which Micro-grid is a good solution for providing energy gap, which is not carried out by current fossil sources. Power generation community require to control it and use it optimally when required and also store extra power for future requirement, check islanding and grid connection mode of micro-grid as per criteria and requirement of the system. Micro-grid can play very important role in small scale distributed energy source utilization [1] , so that wheeling cost of energy reduces. By use of renewable energy distribution generation, we can reduce cost for providing economical rate of energy for consumer. Fuel-Cell is also one emerging source in distributed generation also storage methods are little discussed in paper.
Solar Power Plant
In solar plant, main focus is generation of electrical energy, for that solar plant is simulated and modeled from equation. In simulation model as change in solar irradiance make different in solar array output. The change is in particular pattern, by understanding this pattern estimation of switching operation (from grid connection to islanded or islanded mode to grid connection) is easy. 
The PV (photo voltaic) current I pv is a function of the irradiance (G) and is formulated as: (5) I s = I s_stc (T/T stc ) 3 algorithm because of which it is very simple to implement and less time complexity. But it has certain disadvantages, in which it reaches near to MPP (Maximum Power Point) it doesn't stop it and continues to perturbate in both directions. And it is not accounting continuous change in irradiance.
Working of the P&O is explained in fig.3 .Here in P&O method first V and I is measured from plant, that power is measured and checked whether it increases or decreases. This indication is observed by power of the plant.  Buck converter, is one that converts high voltage to low voltage by switching a thyristor. Theoretical arrangement of the buck converter is as shown in fig.2  Here V g is solar array from that we are getting input and from converter we can convert that voltage into low level DC voltage. For method, we can use simple PWM method as comparing with the output, changes input. For that we can show simple method in fig.4 Buck converter, is one that converts high voltage to low voltage by switching a thyristor. Theoretical arrangement of the buck converter is as shown in fig.2 . Here V g is solar array from that we are getting input and from converter we can convert that voltage into low level DC voltage. For method, we can use simple PWM method as comparing with the output, changes input. For that we can show simple method in fig.4 . As indicated in fig.4 error amplifier (PI controller) is used to analyze error and after analyzing error, it generates control signal to maximize power.
Wind Plant
In wind turbine, power of wind is converted into electrical power that can be done by using various generators. In this case, we have used PMSG (permanent magnet synchronous generator) to convert wind power into electrical power and by using Buck converter, generated power is converted into DC power to make micro-grid a common DC Grid. The main advantage of the surface-mounted SG (synchronous generator) is its simplicity and low construction cost in comparison to the inset PMSG. However, the magnets are subject to centrifugal forces that can cause their detachment from the rotor and therefore the surface-mounted PMSGs are mainly used in low-speed applications. In a direct-driven WECS (wind energy conversion system), the synchronous generator with a high number of poles is used. The surface-mounted PMSG can have an external rotor in which the permanent magnets are attached to the inner surface of the rotor. In this case, the centrifugal forces help to keep the magnets attached to the rotor core.
Kinetic energy KE = ½ * m *v Cell is different as it requires continuous fuel. During operation, hydrogen-rich fuel and oxidant are separately supplies to the electrodes. Fuel is fed to the oxidant to the cathode and to streams is separated by electrolyte system. Heat and water are comes as byproducts Hydrogen Fuel cell system has three major sub-system as: 1. Air supply by which pressure and flow rate are regulated and also for avoid oxygen starvation, excessive auxiliary power consumption 2. Fuel supply 3. Anode recirculation for reducing hydrogen waste, due to that pressure different between anode and cathode is minimized. Fuel cell have several advantages over conventional generators due to high efficiency and low fuel oxidation temperature also fuel cell emits less CO 2 and NO 2 per kilowatt of power generation, there is no moving part so almost noise and vibration free. fuel cell require less maintenance. In fuel cell variety of fuels is possible like natural gas, propane, landfill gas, diesel, hydrogen.
Storage system
In Micro-Grid (MG) storage technologies is most important as MG cannot serve peak load and purchase power is expansive. Classification of storage systems are Mechanical, electrical, electrochemical, chemical, thermal etc. Storage system has certain advantage as: 1. It reduces electricity cost by storing electricity at off-peak time when its consumption is low for use at peak times. 2. It improve reliability of the power system. 3. It improves power quality, frequency and voltage. Simulation and wind plant is discussed. The solar power plant is modeled and simulated using are shown in fig.5 . Here from PV array electrical energy is generated, MPPT for maximization. After that energy is supplied to simple load. Results of Final voltage and current are shown in fig.9 and 10 respectively. Simulation model of l according to equation (1), (2), (3) is formed as fig.6 Output power from solar plant By modeling of the solar and wind plant, we get detail sources change its generation according to sol can get idea about change in generation in different condition from, that we can determine system should operate in islanded or grid connected mode.
